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OUR MISSION
We prevent domestic violence by providing

survivors and affected families a national

network of support, recovery resources and

education to break the cycle of abuse. 

We envision a world without domestic

violence.

Faith: Believing in the possibility of a world
without domestic violence 

Unity: Creating harmony among humanity 

Transformative: Changing the condition of
our current culture 

Unique: Taking an innovative approach in all
we do 

Resilient: Moving forward despite facing
adversity 

Empower: Embracing your abilities within 

We are the future.

OUR VISION

OUR VALUES



COMMUNITY RESOURCES
Survivor Helpline - Survivor advocates guide clients to

local resources and provide emotional support during

times of crisis. 

Jamie Campbell's Grants of Hope - This financial literacy

program guides survivors to financial independence.

Financial planning and budgeting classes are

supplemented by guest speakers. Grant awarded upon

completion. 

National Scholarship Program - Scholarships awarded in

honor of our Angels. Recipients must be impacted by

domestic violence 

Angel Family Retreat - Weekend retreat for

Angel Families finding strength and healing together after

sharing the unfortunate loss of a loved one from abuse.  

Survivor Sister Retreat - Annual weekend-long program

for survivors of abuse. Personal development workshops

and activities empower participants to heal and bond with

others survivors. 

Holidays of Hope - Throughout the holiday season we

bridge families together to brighten the spirits of children

who lost their parents to abuse.  

Confidential Social Media Support & Advocacy:
Technology has been an increasingly popular outlet for

survivors and victims of trauma to seek refuge. Our

trained advocates provide support and care for those who

are looking for help anonymously. 

National Speakers Bureau - Our speakers have over 40

years of service as domestic and sexual violence

advocates. We lead the community in higher learning

about abuse.

We are committed to providing support to
families devastated by abuse. All of our
programs were established with survivors in
mind to ensure the level of support goes
above and beyond their expectations.

Break the Silence against Domestic Violence truly changed

my life. I had no idea where I would end up when I found

out that my mother was murdered by her fiancee. I was

only 21 years old and still in college. 

I didn't know who to turn to, who would take care of me,

or who would even understand. It's not easy to tell people

my mother was shot in the head at point blank range by

someone who "loved her." BTS understands. BTS was my

family when I thought I had no one. BTS empowers me. 

Had I not attended the Angel Family Retreat, I wouldn't

have ended up moving to Colorado Springs (where it was

held) and secured my dream job as a neonatal ICU nurse.

Now I am helping children and their families. I truly feel like

I am making a difference in the world and none of it would

be possible without Break the Silence against Domestic

Violence. Your contribution to BTSADV directly impacts

people like me!  

TO DATE: 

Reached over 3 million members
through our virtual advocacy
platforms  

Over $25,000 awarded in college
scholarships for those impacted
by domestic violence 

Over $15,000 in grants through our
financial empowerment program 

Impacted the lives of 200 children
affected by DV by sponsoring their
holiday season  

Sponsored healing retreats for 250
survivors of DV and 45 Angel families
who lost a loved one to abuse  

OUR IMPACT 

OUR PROMISE

LAUREN'S STORY

- Amy, recipient  
2017 Angels Will Soar Scholarship

"For me, the greatest gift of
advocacy is being able to bear
witness to the courage and strength
of survivors of trauma as they find
their voices and overcome." 

- Lauren, Program Participant  
2017 Angel Family Retreat

"BTS was my family when I thought
I had no one."


